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Apprentices—The Mechanic Arts. — Wei!
[Extract of a letter from Cincinnati.]
The answer is fatal to his prospects in that guage respecting his father—when the gaol
are all wrong in underrating the value of
GENERAL HARRISON.
State ; mere political tact find trickery will er was making out his bill—was not only
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
mechanical occupations—we are all wrong
il As I was walking on the levee a few not godown now-a-days. In Pennsylvania, disrespectful, but unfeeling.
4
J AMES K. REMICH.
in making all our sons doctors, lawyers, di mornings since surveying the busy crowd — Ohio, and other States, the question will be
Office on the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. vines, and merchants.
Some branches of the fleet of steamers—admiring the bold il what has he done for the country
ST. AUGUSTINE, JULY 23.
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
Another action at Micanopy.—From the ex
the family should be mechanics, and if when sweep of the Ohio and wondering when it Let the Candidates answer.—N. Y. Star.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
treme unhealthiness of the position, the Com
Interest wi II be charged on all subscriptions which they are out of their time, we can give them would be spanned by a Westminster or
mander-in-chief has ordered the abandon
rerriRin unpaid at the expiration of the year.- No ¡ some money to commence business with, we Blackfriars ; and how many years would
New-York Court of Sessions, >
ment of Fort Drane. The removal of the
,¡paper discontinued, except at the option ofthe pub at once set them on the road to indepen elapse before the finely wooded hills around
Thursday, July 7.
sick and stores to Micanopy commenced on
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
The publisher does not bold himself responsible for dence—to solid independence, weight and the Queen City of the West, would be dot
William D. Gray, a remarkably good the 19th inst. A letter from an officer at the
’any error in any advertisement beyond the amount influence.
Employment—labor, healthy ted with white villas, when the exclamation
looking young man, very dark eyes, rather latter post, received by the commanding offi
■'charged for its insertion.
refreshing, constant labor is the grand se li There’s General Harrison I” struck my
small and slender in make, but elegant and cer here on the 21st, states that the first train
was attacked on that evening within a 1-4 of
cret to keep boys correct and moral, to keep ears. Turning, I saw a gentleman, wrapped
genteel in appearance, dressed in a neat a mile of Micanopy, by three hundred Indians
MISCELLANEOUS.
them out of vice in every shape, to make comparatively in a brown camlet coat, a
black suit, and the celebrated companion of
'V O, who would inhabit this bleak world alone.” good sons and good citizens of them.
broad brimed white hat, much worn, encir Richard P. Robinson, was charged on three —the action lasted more than an hour, twelve
men were badly wounded—many horses
We have often wondered that so few sons cled by a crape, and good stout serviceable
Loneliness.—Though society is compos
indictments, with stealing articles from dif killed. Captain Ashby, of the 2d United
of
gentlemen
of
fortune
offer
as
apprentices
boots. His hands were carried behind him, ferent persons, coat, trowsers, vest, hat, &c. States Dragoons, severely wounded through
ed of a heterogeneous mass of wrecks of the
fall—though there is wormwood and gall to some mechanical pursuit, for example to as he walked slowly along ; now pausing to
On being asked if he was ready for trial, the breast—and assistant surgeon Weightman
mixed even in the cup of the purest friend the Printing business—a lousiness which is watch the progress of some steamer passing he ahswered, No.
He had .nb witness® badly wounded through the thigh. On hear
ship earth can produce —though the tear of, .iightjwd agreeable, and combines so many up the river; bowing occasionally, with and no counsel, nor had he had an opportu ing the firing, all the disposable force within
-affection must often be returned by contu- advantages. It may be asked what are the courtesy and dignity to his fellow citizens, nity of getting any. He had been kept at the work, at Micanopy, moved out to the
-tnely and scorn : yet who would be debar benefits of this branch of the Mechanic Arts. who passed him, by whom, as he resides Bellevue in a dungeon, inr the dark, separ support of the escort. Other results or the
loss of the enemy is not stated. There were
red the luxury of shedding that tear ? who The sons of persons in easy circumstances, most of the time in the city, he seemed to ate from the other prisoners, had no oppor 150 sick at the two posts, and many of those
who
can
board
and
lodge
them
without
cost
be generally known, and is, I am told, uni tunity of conversing with any person, or of reported “ for duty,” were in a feeble and de
would coil himself in his own little shell for
ever, lest he might meet an adder in-his until they are out of their times—who will versally esteemed.
procuring counsel. If the court will allow bilitated state.
So prominent an individual in the public him a light room, and pen, ink, and paper,
path ? He who has much converse with superintend their comforts and morals ; and
Great Failure at Buffalo.—The news of
the world'and is constantly coming in con feel an interest in their advancement, may eye, I of course observed with some atten he will endeavor to procure counsel and be
the failure of Benjamin Rathbun, at Buffalo,
tion. His height is about five feet nine ready for trial next week.
tact with the dark side of nature’s sad leaf, realize the following advantages :—
which was received this morning, caused a
1st. They leqrn a business which ranks inches, which is lessened by a habit of slight
is in great danger of becoming sullen, sus
The Recorder stated that the manage
picious, and even irritable and unyielding. high in the cultivation ofthe human mind — ly stooping his body forward as he walks, ment of the prison belonged to the keeper, very unusual sensation in Wall street. His
affairs have for months past been the subject
He is apt to wish himself shut out from all a business by which they at once become as if in thought.
and was only under the jurisdiction of the of much speculation, and his notes endorsed
He had all the appearance of a hale and judges. It was necessary, at times, to keep by some ten or twelve of the best names in
intercourse with man and doomed to per familiar with the moral and political condi
petual exile, rather than bear the buffetings tion of the country—the advancement of the healthy gentleman, in the autumn of life. prisoners secluded, as some of them had that city, have been crowded upon the mar
■and ingratitude. But11 who would inhabit mechanic arts—the progress of internal im His face was strongly marked with the deep many persons calling to see them, and made ket at the enormous discount of three or four
'this bleak world alone ?” Who would be provements—a business which made Doctor lines peculiar to men exposed for years to an improper use of privileges.
The Court per cent a month. They have served for the
blessed with the luxury ofa warm, kind heart Franklin the great man he is by the whole the hardships of a military life. His com decided the prisoner should have till Mon quotations of some of our neighbors in giv
plexion is browned, his features strong, but day next, till 11 o’clock, and the counsel ing the condition of the money market.—The
in a world of wo, like this, and find no eyes world allowed to have been.
credit of every body in Buffalo of course be
2d. 7'he Printing business includes a not handsome. His nose is heavy and ir
with whom he could weep ?
he might engage should have access to him came deeply implicated, and it was said re
Who would feel the dark waves of sor knowledge of proof reading—some acquaint regular, his lips square and fleshy, and when and a proper room be allowed them.
peatedly that, if4 Rathbun failed, all Buffalo
row rolling fast and thick over his head, ance with the art of paper making—and in in repose expressive of decision, which
The prisoner smiled when the third in must fail.’
and find himself alone — hear no kind voice a newspaper office where a boy is intelligent, from the fire of his eye, which is large, black dictment was read, apparently at the idpa of
Mr. Rathbun’s business was enormously
■of pity and affection, saying—li I feel for quick, ambitious to excel, he becomes fa and penetrating, when fixed full upon the their coming so thick upon him.
He was extended. In addition to large operations in
thee ?” “ It is not good for man to be a- miliar with editorial pursuits—and when individual he is addressing, must constitute standing at the side of a black man, on one real estate, in which he was constantly enga
lone”—was spoken by Him who well knew out of his time becomes proprietor of a city the basis of his character. His appearance of the benches, who was also charged with ged, he was a contractor for erecting the
great hotel, and many other buildings. In
what was in man and what must be his or country paper, and if prudent, temperate is by no means striking, as he moves unas stealing clothing.
One of the indictments this line he bad shops and establishments of
and
industrious,
may
become
a
Conspicuous
sumingly
about
the
streets,
mingled
with
his
pathway through this vale of tears—what
was for grand larceny, and the other two his own for making bricks, and furnishing
would be his need of reciprocal feeling, and politician, and may fill any of the high offi fellow townsmen ; but when awaire who he for petit larceny. Gray himself is a bad and working all sorts of materials for build
assist him to carry life’s heavy burden along ces of the country, as we see at present in is, his face is one which you will at once de character, was engaged some time since, as ing. Hy had no less than four stores kept in
the dreary road. There is a little mercy beholding Printers Senators in Congress cide as remarkable for its intelligence, and clerk to Mr. Lansing, a complaint from his own name]three of which were one hun
for poor fallen man, even in this wilderness and members of the House of Representa belonging to no common man.
whom, we understand, is now pending a- dred ai^d fifty feet deep, filled with valuable
merchandize. He owned the line of stages
I have since called on him with a Boston gainst him for fraud while in his employ.
of blasted delights ; and these are some of tives. So much for our own profession, but
from Buffalo to Batavia, and in fact, almost
the drops which kindly fall upon us :—The there are many noble mechanical pursuits, friend. He lodges at a hotel, chosen for its
Gray is the individual whose cloak Rich all the lines running out of that city, and for
mingling of woes with one another—the which should be cultivated by young men of contiguity to the Court House where his ard P. Robinson had on, the night of the this and other purposes, owned six hundred
good
family
and
education.
duties as a Clerk of the Court, an office he murder, and whose cloak was found in the
drying of tears from the face of the comfort
horses. He employed twenty-eight clerks,
The Builder, which includes the beautiful has held many years, employed most of his
less—and the scattering of little benefits, in
yard in the rear of Thomas street.
While and two thousand other persons in the vari
science
of
architecture.
The
Ship
Builder
a
time.
the way of those who have none to pity.
Robinson was in prison at Bellevue, Gray ous departments of his operations. His skill
His residence is on the right bank of the was also there, and they contrived during and enterprise, sustained by a large number
There is something in the most hard-heart first rate and most respectable calling.
ed man, that will melt into softness, at the Workers in gold, silver, copper and other Ohio, twenty miles below the city, on an that time to keep up a correspondence by of well known fortunate speculations, gave
him a reputation for talents and wealth by
Cabinet Making.—In short we extensive farm called u North Bend,” from letter, with each other.
kind hand of pity and attention, in the hour metals.
After Gray’s ar which, until now, he has been able to carry
could
name
fifty
occupations
—
more
valua

the
noble
curve
of
the
river,
and
is
visible
to
ol sickness ; and I would set that man down
rest, a letter written by Robinson to him, on these diversified and almost limitless op
as hopeless, who has been unkind to the ble—more enduring—more healthy—more all passing by in steamers.
whilst both of them were in prison, was erations. But he has failed at last.
The room in his hotel, to which we were found upon him, in which Robinson states
wife of his youth, and she in the hour of positively independent, than the range of
From statements which are as good as can
sickness has watched over him with that un professional callings, and the sickly, poverty ushered, was like all else associated with that he himself would be tried on such a day, be, in such a case, we are led to hope the
this distinguished man, characterized by its acquitted on such a day, and that as he, consequences will not be ruin on so broad a
tiring, unremitting assiduity, which woman stricken labor of the midnight lamp.
By this Course we shall bring into the line plain and republican simplicity. A small Gray, wanted to get clear of his wife and to scale as had been anticipated, if indeed there
■does ever manifest, if he do not in that ten
derreflecting hour, resolve be will repair of mechanics an intelligent, well educated, bedroom in the third story, served him as a get married again, that he would be able, is any ruin at all. At any rate it does not ap
pear that the citizens of Buffalo are likely to
his misdeed by uniform kindness, and fulfill highly respectable class of American citi drawing room, parlor and sleeping room.
when he got out, to get a divorce from his I lose to any considerable extent. Mr. Rath
zens,
free
from
radicalism,
combinations,
un

His son, who is an assistant in the Clerk’s wife, as he, Robinson, after his acquittal,
that resolution so long as life be spared.—
bun, we understand, represented the whole
General Harri would go and seduce her, and be an evi amount of his debts at a million and half of
There is a power in kindness which is next just extortions or disreputable associations. Office, ros§ to receive us.
son
was
out
when
we
called.
We
left
our
N.
Y.
Star.
lo omnipotent. It is like the resistless wa
dence for him to prove the criminal conver dollars, and on more than a million of his pa
cards and took leave.
lers that overflow all within its reach—that
sation ; adding, that it was not the first time per he acknowledged that he had forged the
Transplanting Evergreens.—The unfa
The next day, he called on us at the ho he had obliged a friend in that way.
On a particular
asks not how it will be received : but con
This names of rich neighbors.
tent with the privilege of bestowing, finds ding verdure of the resinous trees forms a tel and passed halfan hour in our room with letter was written only a few days before occasion he procured L. F. Allen and eleven
others to endorse three of his notes for $5000
its own reward in the exercise. Then who pleasant relief to the eye amid the desolate us. He was very social, and related to us Robinson was to be tried for his life.
each. The transaction was generally known
would be satisfied to grope his passage fields and snow-crowned hills of winter. the history of his pioneer visit to the West,
Remarks on the above, by the Editor of in Buffalo. These notes with the endorse
through life, like the sloth which never These beautiful inmates of the northern for and some of his adventures. He told sev the New York Commercial Advertiser :
ments thereon, he multiplied at his pleasure,
eral
anecdotes
with
much
humor.
He
left
ests,
are
peculiarly
intracticable
to
the
skill
moves unless impelled by hunger, and meet
and the forgeries passed unsuspected, as
And
this
young
man
(RobinsonJ
is
the
of cultivation. The spruce and fir, when us with favorable impressions of his intelli
whenever a forged note was mentioned, it
no object made happier by his existence.
removed from the cold and bleak solitudes gence, amiability and sterling common u boy” in whose behalf such efforts were was taken for one of the well known and
where they best love to fix their roots and sense. In his manner he is polished and made to enlist the public sympathies ! The genuine notes. This forged paper was sold
Preserving Strawberries.—Weigh the
send up their tall pyramids of green, to a courtier-like ; affable and agreeable in the court room was packed with his licentious in Wall street, in Canada, and wherever a
strawberries after you have picked off the
more genial situation, wither and perish. private circle ; dignified and commanding associates, to hiss and applaud, as opportu market could be found for it.
stems. Ta each pound of fruit allow a
To pay the million and a half of responsi
These beautiful and stately plants are de respect in the world. When in conversa nity might occur, in furtherance of the de
bilities, Mr. Rathbun exhibits a list of proper
pound of loaf sugar which must be powder
sirable as the ornaments of the garden or tion, his large clear and dark eyes sparkle sign, which was manifest from the begin ty which he has conveyed to assignees, val
ed. Strew half of the sugar over the straw
the groves of cultivated scenery. The Eng with animation ; and the play of his mouth ning, to brow-beat the community, mock ued at two millions and a half.—Other per
berries, and let them stand in a cold place
lish books recommend that they be removed is most strikingly expressive of his feelings. public justice, and procure his acquittal at sons value the list at two millions, or some
two or three hours. Then put them in a
all events. The young man verily appears thing under. If these statements are near
in the depth of winter with frozen masses of
N. Y. Star.
preserving kettle over a slow fire, and by de
to stand out alone and above all others in the truth, it is to be hoped that the affair will
earth round their roots, to holes dug for
grees strew on the rest of the sugar. Boil
their reception during the preceding au
Military Men.—Some of our whig his iniquity—a monster of the human spe not in the end prove seriously injurious to
them fifteen or twenty minutes and skim
any one. Rathbun and a brother who is
tumn.
friends object to Gen. Harrison on the cies. History affords not a parallel to his
charged with having executed the forgeries,
them well.
case.
We
have
said,
however,
and
we
say
ground that he is a military man, and this
have fled to Canada.—N. Y. Journal of Com.
Put them in wide mouthed bottles, and
it
again
—
although
not
a
particle
of
doubt
Murrain among cattle. — It is stated in a country having already suffered so much
when cold seal the corks.
communication to Poulson’s Advertiser, that from the bad passions and misrule of a mil exists in this community as to his guilt in
Remarkable Phenomenon.—On Friday eve
If you wish to do them whole, take them a cow belonging to a farmer of Kingsessing,
itary candidate, are averse to renew the ex the “ taking off” of Ellen Jewett—that the ning, 29th ult., about II o’clock, the family of
•carefully out of the syrup one at a time, Pa., died of the above disease, after one
periment in the person of General Harrison. jury did right in his acquittal, under the cir Mrs. Roath, of this city, were startled and
while boiling. Spread them to cool on large day’s sickness ; and that one of the two
There can be no justice in the comparison cumstances of the case as presented to them somewhat alarmed by the heavy fall of a
dishes, not letting the strawberries touch persons who assisted in skinning her, cut a
when the facts of the case are examined. by the public prosecutor.—On the testimo brilliant luminous body, apparently within a
-each other, and when cool return them to slight gash in his hand during the operation,
The objection never was made to General ny laid before them, they could do no other few feet of the house. The occurrence was
Mthe syrup, and boil them a little longer. which swelled up immediately, and caused
attended by a sort of hissing noise, and re
Jackson that he was a military man, but to wise. We are aware that the District At
Repeat this several times.
his death. Two pigs that eat of the flesh his want of civil acquirements and his utter torney has, over and over again, been char sembling the rattling of a shower of hail on
the root. On arriving at the spot, which was
Keep the bottles in dry sand, in a place of the animal also died.
The other man disregard of all law or authority. As a mil ged with corruption in this matter. We be so well defined as not to be mistaken, a com
lhat is cool and not damp.
(the father of the one above named,) had a itary President, Gen. Jackson’s administra lieve no such thing. He probably supposed pact mass of stone and vegetable bitumen
Gooseberries, currants, raspberries, cher- small scratch or pimple on his hand, to tion has been a total failnre. So far from he should be able faithfully to try the young was found, which, on examination, left no
¡ries and grapes may be done in the same which the poison from the animal was also military tyranny, he took a directly oppo man, and convict him, and yet spare the doubt of its being of meteoric origin. The
manner. The stones must be taken from communicated ; his situation was considered site course ; his tyranny grew out of the feelings and characters of the gentlemen !” weight of the mass was about Jive pounds.
ihe cherries, which should be morellas or critical by his attending physicians.
The exercise of his civil duties; the abuse of his who lodged with Rosina Townsend and her It must have been a detached portion of an
the largest and best red cherries, and the danger of contact with animals that have Executive powers.
precious household on the night of the mur extensive meteor, similar to that which trav
der.
The counsel opposed were, moreo ersed our atmosphere a few years since, the
seeds should be extracted from the grapes died of this disease, is no secret to those
Gen. Harrison is a far different man ; his
particulars of which were published in Silliwith the sharp point of a penknife. Goose who are acquainted with it.
education qualified him for the highest de ver, an overmatch for him, and his humane man’s Journal, and portions of which fell to
feelings
and
truly
amiable
temper,
enabled
berries, grapes and cherries, require longer
the earth in various parts of the United
partment of civil duties ; his early services
his sagacious and eloquent opponents to per States. The fragment which fell on Friday
boiling than strawberries, raspberries or
How to treat a Challenge.—The editor in the field under Wayne, and his subse
suade him to yield too much.
evening bears a striking resemblance to por
currants.
of the Cumberland Civilian lately received quent command of the Northwest frontier
There is one fact in regard to the deprav tions of this meteoric body, which are yet to
a challenge to mortal combat, because he were remarkable for no act of high-handed
Raspberry Jam.—Allow a pound of would not give up the name of a correspon usurpation or tyranny, which called for ity of Robinson, which we believe has never be found in the possession of scientific indi
viduals.—Norwich {Conn.] Courier.
sugar to a pound of fruit.— Mash the rasp dent who had perpetrated some lines to censure or a Court Martial. His civic ac been published. His privatejournal, which
berries and put them with the sugar into 1 lanthe,’ or some such poetic name.
is
a
loathsome
record
of
his
licentiousness,
The quirements and legal knowledge ; his stern
In the packet ship Independence, which
your preserving kettle. Boil it slowly for demand was probably made by a jealous regard for justice and the laws always aided and his consequent diseases, was inscribed
sailed from New York for Liverpool on Mon
an hour, skimming it well. Tie it up with rival. Well, what did he do with the chal him in the discharge of his Military duties. to his------------ to but our pen revolts from day, Major Eaton, Minister to Spain, and fam
a brandy paper. All jams are made in the lenge, you ask ? Why, he put it in his Who ever objected to General Washington the office of carrying out the record of his if ily, were passengers, also Hon. Richard Rush
same manner.
and son.—Boston Patriot.
pocket and kicked the bearer out of doors, as President because he was a Military man ? possible deeper infamy.
This Gray, we have seen it somewhere
as a sensible editor should.—Mobile paper. It would be manifestly unjust and certainly
Brickmakers look out.—A cargo of bricks
inexpedient to ostracise the claims of every stated, has been confined in the penitentiary
Remedy for the Tooth Ache.—t( To a
from France has lately arrived at Charleston,
To keep off Musquitoes.—Dip a piece of gallant officer because one unfortunate ex- for a brutal assault upon his wife.
table spoonful of any kind of spirits, add the
S. C., and were sold for $11 per M. What
On the acquittal of Robinson, a great
same quantity of sharp vinegar, and a tea flannel, or sponge, in some camphorated perimentjias been made.
next, we should like to know, will be import
Services to the country no doubt led to flourish was made about his falling upon his ed into this country !—Salem Gazette.
spoonful of common salt—mix them well spirit, and suspend it with a string from the
together ; hold the liquor in the tooth so head of the bedstead ; this will keep the Jackson’s election ; services to the country father’s neck and weeping. If so, it must
His conduct im
that it can enter the cavity or hollow in the howling demons off, and two or three inch are the heralds of Harrison’s support. In have been sheer acting.
701 Dogs were
wei killed in New York last
tooth ; it will give almost instantaneous re pieces about the room will drive them all Pennsylvania, the universal cry is “ what mediately afterwards, was that of indecent week and the
...j premium (50 cents a piece)
has Van Buren done for the country ?” levity ; and on the day following, his lan- paid.
lief, without any increase of pain.”
out
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Santa Anna's acts disavowed in Mexico—Gen.
PHILADELPHIA, AUG. 10.
Filasola to be tried by a Court MartialThe Mobile papers received are to the
ft
Revolution in the State of Oaxaca—The 28lh July inclusive.
MOBILE, JULY 27.
Later from Europe.—]By the ship Chat
SATURDAY, AUGUST
Mexicans treating for 8000 Indians—the
The Volunteers have now all returned.
By the schr. Columbus, Captain Haskins,
ham, which arrived here yesterday, we have
Cherokees engaged—a Dictator recommend The Rifle corps arrived on Sunday morning,
WHIG NOMINATIONS
received London papers to July 7 and Liver direct from Velasco, which sailed on the 17th
ed in Mexico by Tornet—Creek War not in fine spirits, and almost every one in perfect
ult.
we
learn
that
the
Texians
now
feel
no
ap

pool papers to the 8th. The papers contain
over—more fighting with the Indians—the good health.
FOR PRESIDENT.
prehension of being attacked by the Mexi
very little political news.
Creeks ordered to the emigrating Camp by
The war is ended ; it was all a humbug.
The prospects of the harvest in England cans before November or December.
Gen. Jesup.
So say the volunteers. One or two hundred WILLIAM H. HARRISON
An extract of a letter by her, says—“ They
were highly favourable.—Boston Daily Adv.
The New Orleans Bulletin of the 27th ult. good men, and true, we are told, could have
FOR VICE PRESIDENT.
In the House of Lords July 4, the Royal cannot march at this season, nor before the contains the following paragraph—* A letter terminated the war and whipped the hostiles,
fall
rains
;
many
of
their
men,
during
their
FRANCIS «RANGER.
from a highly respectable source, dated at as well as the six or eight thousand who
assent was given, by commission, to a large
number of bills, among which were a bill to retreat, perished for the want of water. Our Matamoras, July 1st, says—It is an undoubt were called into the Nation.
Jim Henry, the most terrific of all the hos-I electors of president and vice presided
establish the North American Banking Com army is about 3000. The people are deter ed fact that this Government (the Mexican)
InKPi
pn^ni.
[unpledged
.]
pany, the Sugar duties bill, and seven rail mined to stand, and have no more moving have made, or are making a treaty to engage tiles, is a mere boy, about twenty nine years i
8000 Indians to join them.
The Cherokees of age, and as great a coward as breathes, i ELLIS B. USHER, York.
road bills. Among the latter were the Man off.”
are already engaged. There are fourteen or Col. Milton knows him well, and had him at
chester and Leeds, the Great North of Eng
LEVI CUTTER, Cumberland,
Important from Mexico and Texas.—By an fifteen Chiefs of different tribes within a few i his law office at Columbus for several j GEORGE FRENCH, Oxford
land, the London and Cambridge, the Lon
don and Norwich, and the London Grand arrival at Norfolk from Charleston, we have miles of here, who have daily communica months a year or two ago, as an Interpreter. I EBENEZER FARLEY, Lincoln
later advices from Mexico and Texas. The tions with the officers. The commissioners From him we learn that Jim is shrewd and j JOSEPH H. UNDERWOOD, Kc:nneU
Junction railway bills.
JOHN MOORE, Somerset.
bec>
In the House of Lords on the 5th, Sir march of the new expedition against Texas were this morning turned into the common very mischievous. The Colonel met him af
Robert Peel inquired of Lord Palmerston, has been suspended, and it is supposed no prison with the criminals. It is not improb ter his capture, and had a talk with him.
JOSEPH H. EASTABROOK Wakk
whether a certain General Order, issued by farther operations will be undertaken till Fall. able that we shall be irivited to take French Jim said he did not wish and had not desired
HENRY CALL, Penobscot.
to fight the Alabamians, that his people had
Gen. Evans, which had been published in In the mean time the leaven of Revolution is leave of this country soon.’
OTIS LITTLE. Hancock.
The New Orleans Bee of the same date been wronged by the Georgians, particularly
the papers, was an authentic document. at work in Mexico, and the result will doubt
LORENZO SABINE, Washington
This order directs that British subjects, found less be the abolition of the Central system of says that letters from the same quarter state by the speculators, who had taken their lands
with arms in their hands in the service of government introduced by Santa Anna, and ‘ that six American Indian Chiefs of the Cher from them, and then if they saw them in the
FOR GOVERNOR.
Don Carlos, shall be treated as rebels to the the re-establishment of the Constitution of okee tribe, with forty runners, are in close né streets near their dwellings would set their
EDWAM
KEWT,
1824,
for
which
the
Texians
were
at
the
out

gociation with Gen. Urea at Matamoras. dogs upon them. He said he never could by
King of Great Britain, and suffer the punish
OF BANGOR.
ment of death, if made prisoners. Lord Pal set professedly contending. Indeed, it is The letters have been sent to Washington, coaxing and driving get more than five or
merston replied that he knew nothing offici stated that the Central or Santa Anna party and copies to Gen. Gaines. These letters six hundred of his men together to fight the
Gen. Harrison’s most decided political
Georgians, and of those whom he could keep
ally of the document, but that he had no was already down ; that the Federal party came via Tampico.
opponents are among those who speak in the
together
for
a
few
minutes,
few,
not
more
doubt of its authenticity. He said that the were everywhere succeeding, with little
Vera Cruz, July 8.—This government has
British Government had no control over the bloodshed, and indisposed to prosecute the ordered Filasola to give up the command of,'j than eighty, had guns of any kind. He said strongest terms of his integrity, his talents
Texian
war.
A
forced
loan
of
two
millions
troops in Spain.
He said also, whatever
the army, and have ordered a court martial the hostiles finally gave in because a great his claims to the gratitude of the American
might be the contents of the order, it could had been declared in the city of Mexico, to try him ; this you will no doubt have portion of their own people had been pre people for the many and valuable services
against which the English and French Min heard.
vailed upon to turn against them.
If they
not alter the laws of England.
which he has rendered his country, and to
It was expected that Parliament would be isters had protested, calling on foreigners not
A strong revolution has broke out in the could fight the strong army of the whites,
they
could
not
fight
and
destroy
their
own
universal
respect and esteem for his exprorogued about the 10th or 12th of August. to contribute.
state of Oaxaca, and the capital of that state
The U. S. sloop-of-war Warren, and schr. is already besieged by a very large numerical people.
There had been an election to supply a va
emplary and unblemished private character.
The fate of Jim is not yet known. The
cant seat in Parliament, in South Warwick Grampus had arrived at Tampico, and the force of the sovereign people. The garrison
Robert T. Lyttle, in a speech delivered
shire. The conservative candidate, Mr. Mexican Government, through the new com under Quintornar is shut up in the convents Georgia authorities demanded him for trial,
Shirley, had 1880 votes, at the end of the mandant, had apologized for the insult offer of St Domingo and others, and 1 think they and now have him ; but the authorities of not long since, at the celebration of the ansecond day’s poll, and his opponent, Sir Gray ed the American flag and the officers of the will soon be reduced to capitulate for want of Alabama demanded him first, and of course niversary of the naming of “ Old Fort Ham
Skipwith, who had the active support of the Jeffersonian. Gomez, the commandant who provisions. The acting President ad inter he will be delivered over to them.
ilton,” in Ohio, thus spoke of the Patriarch
Reform party, 1832. In 1832 Mr. Skipwith gave the insult, had been removed.
im has resigned, and it is said that the present
of North-Bend. Mr. Lyttle, who is a Van
JV*. Y. Jour. Commerce.
had a majority of 288, in the same district.
intrusive Congress will elect D. L. Alama to
Another Mob in Cincinnati.—The Cincin
Buren man, for several years represented the
With this success, occurring immediately af
fill the station.
nati papers up to Wednesday week, inclu
ter the late decision of the House of Lords,
Riot at Cincinnati.—The New York Eve
An express arrived here a few days since, sive, were received yesterday,
It appears district in which he resides, in the U. S
the Tory party were much elated.
War ning Post and American contain an account giving the information that Cordova, distant that some further movements occurred on House of Representatives, with signal ability,
wickshire, which in 1833 had four liberal of the outrageous proceedings of a mob at from this place about fifty miles, have pro Sunday night, the 31st ult., which are thus
and is one of the most respectable and inftumembers, has now only one.
Cincinnati on the night of the 30th ult. The nounced for the federation in consonance with noticed in the Whig of Tuesday, the 2d inst.
ential
members of the administration party.
The Duke of Wellington had suffered a account is contained in a letter from Cincin those already pronounced in the state of Oax
On Sunday night last a large number of
considerable injury in his knee, from the fall nati. From the remarks which precede the aca. We may expect every day will teem persons were congregated in front of the Such testimony from such a man outweighs
of his horse.
narrative in the Evening Post, it appears that with new events favorable to liberty.
Franklin House, on Main street, near Fourth, volumes of miserable trash, like that with
The cholera was raging at Vienna. The the chief object of the fury of the rioters was
I believe that the present party in power under the impression that James G. Birney which the Van Buren presses are endeavor
accounts from Paris are to the 5th. Mr. a gentleman who has been an eminent law are desirous that the Texians should execute was secreted in the House. They demanded
Charles Ledru had accepted the charge of yer in Kentucky, who has had the folly to Santa Anna. 1 hope that they will not do so, a search, and a committee of several persons ing to enlist the feelings of the community
the defence of Alibeau. The act of accusa abandon his profession, and his own Stale, but hold him in terrorem over them.
was appointed, who after examining every against the distinguished individual who is
tion had been laid before the Chamber of where his efforts properly directed might
Our commerce is paralyzed entirely and room in the house reported that he was not supported by a large portion of the whig» as
Peers, and had been published.
have been made effectual in ameliorating the the government are about making us pay a there. The assemblage was then addressed a candidate for the Presidency.
The Court of Cassation, in France, has de condition of the slaves who are there by law forced loan. Aliens are resisting it ; and I by our worthy Mayor, who urged upon them
“ It is true, that that gentleman and my
cided that the mother of a young man killed held in bondage, and to remove to a free hope that the reins of government will fall the propriety and necessity of their dispers
in a duel, can sustain an action for damages. State, where of course there are no slaves to into more wise and honest hands, before they ing and going home, vVhich they accordingly self are now, as we have for some time been,
opposed to each other in some of our views
be emancipated, and to become the instru verity the unjust exaction.
did.
perhaps in most, as to the public men and
Seven Days Later from Europe.—By the ment of the excitement wh ich has led to this
The
town
has
been
quiet
and
orderly
ever
Fight with Creeks.—On the 4th ult, an en
measures of the day ; but were we as widely
ship New Jersey, which arrived here yester result.—Boston Daily Adv.
since.
gagement took place near Roanoke between
separated as the poles, I can neither be made
day morning from Liverpool, we have re Extract of a letter from a gentleman at Cin
That
portion
of
the
mob
which
assailed
the
93 men under Capt. Calhoun, and 250 or 300
to forget his virtues, nor withhold from him
ceived our files of London papers to July 14.
cinnati, dated 1st August.
Indians. Five of the whites were killed and negro houses on Saturday night was chiefly just commendation for his many eminent ser
The assassin Alibeau had his trial on the 8th
“ The storm has at length broke, and a fifteen were wounded.
composed of boys and quite young men.
vices. Sir, I would be a traitor to my own
and 9th, and was executed on the 11th. No Row such as Cincinnati never before wit
The Indians most of them escaped towards One of the houses which was most injured nature, if I found myself capable ot dispara
additional facts of any consequence came to nessed, took place on Saturday night, 30th
in
the
‘
swamp,
’
was
a
grocery
or
drinking
Florida. A large force under Gen. Sanford
light on his trial, and there was no reason to J uly. It was given out that a mob might be
shop, kept by black persons. Every thing in ging the claims of a public servant, so emi
immediately started in pursuit.
nent, so well tried, and whose life has been a
suppose that he had any accomplices in his expected that night, and accordingly a large
On the 25th, 18 miles below Lumpkins, the shop was destroyed, and the house was ! history of such usefulness and gallantry, as
crime. The news from Constantinople is of concourse of people assembled at the Ex
Capt. Jerrigan, with his command, engaged a much mutilated. They were more incensed that of Gen. Harrison. Rather than rob the
a pacific character. It is stated that the Reis change at 6 o’clock, P. M. when a President
body of Indians, killing some 25 or 30 with against this tenement than any other, because temples of that time-worn and justly honored
Effendi, implicated in the affair of Mr. and Secretary were appointed, and resolu
a loss of three men killed and seven wound of a belief existing among them that it was public servant of a single laurel I would
Churchill, had been dismissed, though some tions passed to go forthwith to Birney’s office, ed.
from it that the gun had been fired.
doubt remained of the authenticity of this and destroy the press, papers, &c.—They
The circumstances which led to the riots choose, in justice and gratitude, to heap
Still later accounts show that Capt. J. had
chaplets on his brow. Sir, the miserable
statement. The news from Spain is quite accordingly marched to the corner of Main
were
briefly as follows :
pursued the Indians to the swamps, on reach
discouraging as regards the prospects of the and Seventh streets, when they commenced
At a late anti-abolition meeting held in spirit of partisan warfare and detraction,as
ing which, the. Indians boldly came out of
Queen’s party, and of the English Auxilia operations by breaking and tearing every
Cincinnati, a committee was appointed to displayed by most of the journals, on both
ries. The latter remained inactive.
A re thing to pieces in the second and third sto the swamp, cursed Jerrigan and his troops, wait upon Mr. Birney, publisher of the Phi- ! sides, nay on all sides of the question forth®
bantered
them
to
show
themselves
men,
and
lanthropist, an abolition paper, and prevail Presidential succession, I deprecate from my
port had been current that General Evans ries of the building, stove all the windows
V. , The
j, l.v, sP,nt
IV that
HJIAV wdl
• • 111 UUlilU
J V gUUllf
hearL
admit VI
of 1no
g°odr
was about to return to England, but this re out, and scattered his (the editor’s) papers come into the swamp, and take what they call upon him, if possible, to discontinue its pub- «--■o'-*«
*?ere party
PartV range,
ran£e’ and which
wl)iclf
port at the last dates was contradicted. The and books in the street, and burned a great ed a fair fight.—No sooner said than done. lication. The committee addressed a note out of the . mere
Into the swamp went Jerrigan, and his men to Mr. Birney requesting an interview, which doo™s
Courier considered the prospect as more fa number of them.
mfamy all that cannot reach his
and at it they went.
How long the fight
vorable, in consequence of the restoration of
“ The next movement was to heave out lasted, we are not told ; but it may be judged he answered by referring the committee toiS^anda,d of party purity a spirit which ina good understanding between the General the press, at which a most tremendous shout
the executive committee of the Anti-Slavery I vades l^e I)eace and perverts the purposes
in some degree by the result.
and the Spanish government. The Isturitz was raised ; and hitching a rope to it, they
Society, with which, after the exchange of;o,fsoc,al harmony and union-all good men
Upon
the
Indians
giving
ground,
forty
of
ministry still remained in office. The Car hauled it down Main street to the river, broke
several notes, an interview was obtained? It should frown upon. ‘ Render unto Casar
their number were found by Jerrigan to have resulted in nothing, however, and as a last the th,n^s thal are CsesarW 18 the mjunclist troops had gained unimportant advanta it to pieces and threw it to the bottom.
fallen. It is reported that there were proba resort, the anti-abolition committee passed a tion
ges.
Di?in0 Wisdom
W,sdom ;5 and in all
ail case»
casel
“ They then raised the cry of “ Birney I bly as many more taken prisoners. The In resort,
the anti-abolition committee passed a tl(?n of Divine
There is nothing in the latest papers to Birney !”* and immediately proceeded to his
iresolution,
' ' , desiring
’ ' ’ „ the
* executive committee where we dePart fr.orn th,s PrinciPle,the degdians
were
at
our
last
accountspstill
in
the
throw any doubt on the ¿authenticity of Ev house, and demanded his presence. Where
of the Anti-Slavery Society to answer ex- Iradation and the evil are to be measured only
swamp ; and Gen. Sanford’s force had ar of
ans’ General Order.
upon his son, a youth of about 17, came and rived soon alter the battle. Capt. Jerrigan’s plicitly, in writing, whether the paper would by
- the extent of its infraction.
“ The band of pioneer worthies who now
The French Chambers had been formally informed them in a very affecting appeal,
or would not be discontinued-; and to this the
loss
is
stated
to
be
five
or
six
killed
and
elev

prorogued.
that his father was not at home, and begged en wounded.
executive committee replied, in writing, sta surround us—with your guest just named, a
The Russian squadron of six men of war them to respect his helpless family and pri
I chief and conspicuous member—should reGen. Sanford has taken the command of ting that they were compelled to decline | ceive at our hands, that respect which by earwhich wintered at Revel, put to sea on the vate property. The crowd then began to |cry
complying
with the request, and assigning
the
Georgia
forces
in
person,
and
it
is
said
'
7th to join that at Cronstadt.
i ly toil and suffering they have so richly earnout “ Donaldson 1 away to Donaldson’s !”f
six reasons for their refusal.
Sir Francis Freeling, the Secretary of the There they next proceeded, and swore that if intends to pursue the Indians to the South
The anti-abolition committee thereupon ' ed. They will soon be numbered with years
Keys
of
Florida,
or
overtake
them.
General Post Office, died on the 10th, aged he did not come out they would raze the
resolved that nothing remained for them but I before the flood. Respect to them while liv
72. Mr. Patterson, Consul General of the house to its foundation.
ing, and gratitude to their memories when
The Creeks.— A letter from Tuskegee, da to publish the proceedings and adjourn with i dead, are imperative on all who participate
United States in Belgium, died at Antwerp
“ Mrs. Donaldson and daughter then came ted July 21, states that 2500 to 3000 hostile out
day,
deprecating
in
the
strongest
terms
'
on the 4th, after a severe illness.
out and informed them that neither of the
any attempt at violence. With what effect, now in the glorious fruits of their early hard
It is stated that a chemist in Riga has suc Mr. Donaldsons were at home—that they had Indians had removed to the West, that there ’the subsequent proceedings may serve to ships and enterprise.”
were at Tallahassee 3000, at Wetumpka a- '
ceeded in making excellent gas and coke both gone into the country that afternoon, and
Moses Dawson, Esq. editor of the “Cincin
bout 2500, at Poucat Springs 2000, and in the show.
from peat.
assured them that they were not in the house.
nati Advertiser and Ohio Phoenix,” a tho
When the act of accusation against Alibeau This did not altogether satisfy them, and they vicinity of Tuskegee 1000. Gen. Jesup and
Another Riot.—Mr. Storrs, an abolitionist,
was presented to him in his cell, he remark had almost determined on searching the staff were at Tuskegee. The marines left attempted to deliver a lecture at Exeter, N. H. rough-going Van Buren and Johnson paper,
that
morning
for
Tallahassee.
ed, “ It seems very voluminous ; it is not to house, but were prevailed on to desist by two
on Wednesday evening last, in the Methodist!! thus speaks of Gen. Harrison :—
be presumed that I shall read the whole or three of the leaders assuring them that
Chapel, but was prevented by the assem-I
The Indian Wars.—Almost every arrival blageofamob who broke the windows of:! “ General Harrison is a gentleman for
of it.”—Boston Daily Adv. 16th inst.
they were not there.
On which they left,
I whom we have entertained the highest es
and proceeded to Church Alley,J where a from the South brings some new account of the church, and then drove the congregation
Extract from a letter received by a gentle scene took place that baffles description. outrages committed by the Indians, either in from the house by discharging waler upon teem, and the most sincere friendship,and
well he knows our friendly feelings towards
man in this city, from his correspondent in Two or three pistols were fired from one of Florida or in the Creek Country. There ap them from an engine.
Mr. Storrs and his him, and is no less well acquainted with our
Havana, dated
pears
to
be
no
considerable
number
of
hos

the houses, which enraged them so much
friends, black and white, were completely opposition to him as a candidate for the presHAVANA, JULY 19.
that they went to work, and I may say that tile Creeks embodied, yet it can hardly be drenched. We hope the offenders will be idency of the United States ; nor will he say
“ Yesterday afternoon there was a revolt they completely renovated that concern.
said that the war is at an end. The scatter brought to punishment.—Boston Post.
that he believes we are secretly favorable to
among the negroes outside of the wall. They
“ They proceeded to several of the negro ed population will not be safe until the plan
him for that office. In politics we most es
fired a Wax Manufactory and killed a Corpo houses on Western row and tore them down ; of the removal of the Indians is carried into
The Transcript tells a story of a man who sentially differ, and he knows the fact before
ral of the army. They were attacked by the but I must stop with my description. Fears effect. In Florida the condition of the white
cavalry and were soon put to flight—6 ne were entertained that some disturbance population is still more distressing. There is lately died in Vermont, leaving a property of this day or yesterday. He also knows that it
groes being killed, and 10 taken prisoners, would take place last evening. A large mob but a very small portion of the territory of about $10,000 in slaves in Georgia, to his has long been a compact between us not to
who will be garrotted in a few days.
A collected around the Franklin House,§ on a Florida which is secure from the attacks of brothers and sisters, three of whom were suffer politics to disturb that friendship which
members of abolition societies, and one of has for at least fourteen years existed between
skirmish also took place between six Highway supposition that Mr. Birney was there, but the Seminóles.—Boston Daily Adv.
them a president.
When called upon to us. Is it surprising, then, that we forbear to
Robbers and a party of soldiers, about twenty they were dispersed with some little trouble.
know what they intended to do with the abuse the man towards whom we entertain
miles from this city, which resulted in the The Mayor made a speech, in a determined
Counterfeit Money and Stolen Goods.—A
capture of four of the robbers. One soldier manner, and said he would order the police man named Ezekiel D. Dyer, gold beater, slaves, it being intimated that they might the most friendly and respectful feelings?
was badly wounded.
The prisoners were to shoot the first man who attempted to was brought before the Police Court yester now show their consistency, the president of Will our opposition to him as a candidate be
brought here and will be served the same as make any disturbance. Matters have become day morning, charged with having in his the society replied, “that the laws of the considered the less sincere because we do not
State were so oppressive to free blacks, that sully our columns with scurrility and abuse
the negroes.
pretty still, and there will not probably be possession a large amount of counterfeit it would be a mercy to sell them to some kind of the man whose person and character we
The weather is very hot and there is much any more disturbance.”
money, and also of being a receiver of stolen
master, who in conformity with the request admire, respect and esteem ? Wesaythat
sickness ; business is entirely paralyzed and
goods. It appeared that about $150 in coun
there is nothing doing.”—Prov. Jour.
^Editor of the Philanthropist, a weekly paper. terfeit bills were found in his possession ; a of his deceased brother, should give bonds, Genera] Harrison is an honest man—we say
he has rendered great and eminent service»
that/ami/ies should never be separated.”
fA merchant, who is also an abolitionist.
quantity of silver plate belonging to Mr. En
to his country—we say that he has never yet
Salem Register.
fWhere were several houses of ill fame.
AUGUSTA, GEO. JULY 29.
dicott of Salem, and marked with that gen
had sufficient compensation for those servi
§ Two of the City Banks were in this building,
We learn by a gentleman, arrived from part of which was occupied as a large boarding tleman’s name, was found in his dwelling.
ces—we say that his character has been tra
One
of
Mr.
Rathbun
’
s
large
four
story
It
will
be
recollected
that
Mr.
Endicott
’
s
Columbus on Wednesday evening, that a house.
duced, and we have used our feeble exer
brick
ware-houses,
at
Buffalo,
following
in
house
was
entered
on
the
night
of
the
27th
battle was fought in Stewart county, near
tions to defend him, and until he become»
June last, and robbed. Dyer was ordered to the wake of its late proprietor, fell, on the an altered man we will never array ourselves
fort M’Creary, about twenty eight miles be
The Battle of Welika Pond.—The Globe
low Columbus, between a party of about two publishes the official account of this battle, give bonds in the sum of $2000 for his ap morning of the 7th, with a tremendous crash. in the ranks of his villifiers.”
hundred and fifty hostile Creeks and parts of fought near Micanopy, July 19th, by Lieut. pearance at the September term of the Mu It had in it at the time, 60,000 bushels of
Mr. Dawson has been a firm supporter of
two companies of Georgia Troops, in all a- Maitland. The garrison at Fort Drane hav nicipal Court, and for want thereof was grain. Loss $30,000.—Salem Reg.
Gen.
Jackson and all the measures of his
committed.
—
Dyer
has
recently
carried
on
a
bout ninety men, in which the latter were ing, in pursuance of orders, abandoned that
defeated, it is stated, with five killed—on the post, were attacked at the place above nam distillery.—Boston Mercantile Journal.
Beaver, {Pa.) August 3.—About three administration, since his first election to the
part of the Indians seven were found dead, ed, by a party of Indians, supposed to be
[The Atlas says there were twenty-nine weeks ago, a pair, or match, as the case may Presidency, and now labors zealously and ar
and it is supposed about thirty were killed in about 250. The train of wagons, with stores, counterfeit five dollar bills found in Dyer’s be, were married in the southern corner of
all. As soon as the news reached Gen. San &c. was escorted by 62 men, and after the possession. Two were on the Kenduskeag this county, and from the hymeneal altar dently to promote the election of the nomi
ford, he immediately despatched six compa attack they were reinforced by 31 men from Bank at Bangor, eight on the Waldo Bank at were taken to the scales, they were “ weigh nees of the Baltimore Convention. But Gen.
nies, himself at the head, with the determin Fort Defiance. After an engagement which Belfast, and nineteen on the Lincoln Bank at ed in the balance,” and certainly not found Harrison is his neighbor—he knows his
ation of clearing them out of the country, be lasted for some time, the Indians were driven Bath.]—Portland Advertiser.
wanting. Their weight, in conjunction, was worth, his fitness for the exalted station
fore he returned.
750 pounds ! I—Argus.
off and the wagons were safely brought to the
to which his friends are anxious toelevats
Fort at Micanopy. Every man did his duty.
him, and, unlike many of his political breth
Surplus Revenue.—The Governor of Ten
Apple Island, in Boston Harbor, has been
Ephraim K. Avery was in attendance at Capt. Ashby was severely wounded, and in nessee has issued a proclamation convening
ren, he has enough ot independence and
the Springfield (Mass.) Methodist Conference all, ten men were severely wounded, of whom the Legislature of that State on the first laid out into house lots—they talk of building;
a large hotel there.
manliness to acknowledge the facts.
last week. He made petition to be again es two have since died.
Monday in October, in order to take the re
Thomas Ritchie, editor of the Richmond
tablished as a preacher in good and regular
quisite steps to dispose, in the best manner, of
standing, which, however, the conference re
felt at St. Enquirer, one of the best conducted and
It is said that there are now at Saratoga the portion of the surplus revenue which will
A shock of an Earthquake was
fused.
Springs about/our thousand visitors !
most influential Van Buren papers in the Vnfall to that State on the distribution.—Nat. Int. Stephens and Milltown, on tht 6th ult.
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ion, thus commented upon the official ac
count of the battle of the Thames, as given
by Gen. Harrison.
“ Gen. Harrison’s detailed letters tell us
of every thing we wish to know about the
officers except himself. He does justice to
every one but Harrison, and the world there
fore must do justice to the man who was too
modest to be just to himself.”

Fire in St. Domingo.—Capt. Harrison of
the brig Eleanor, arrived at New York, re
ports that there was a great fire at Port au
Platt, on the 24th ult., which destroyed about
forty houses and stores, with a large quantity
of coffee, mahogany, &c.—Boston Pat.

“ Signs.”—Mr. Morris, U. S. Senator from
Ohio, and Gen. M’Carty, Member of Con
gress from Indiana, both Jackson .men, have,
it is said, declared their determination to sup
port Gen. Harrison for the Presidency.
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CHARLES HOLMAN,
Nos. 9

or Nature’s Grand Genial Auxiliary ;a specif
ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old
and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency, Indi
gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiveness and
Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and scrofulous affec
tions. It is also for sale by most of the
agents for Dr. Holman’s Medicines.
The following named persons are agents
for the above named medicines. In NewHampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lam
prey River ; Uri Lamper, Hampton ; Up
ham & Berry, Rochester Plains; James
Fogg, Ossipee ; Wm. Gault, Concord ; Wm.
North & Co., Great Falls, Somersworth ;
John H. Wheeler, Asa A. Tufts, Dover*
Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter ; John R. Red
ing, Haverhill ; Elder Guy Beckly, Keene.
In Massachusetts, by H. Haselton, Haver
hill ; Elijah Porter, No. 3, Washington street,
Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill,
Wm. Brown Washington st. and Geo. M.
Mead, Union st. Boston. In Maine, by Dr.
Benjamin Plummer, Bangor; Artemas Car
ter and Runnells & Donham, Portland :
Elder Henry Frost, Cornville ; William
Spring, Calais; Capt. James Albee, St. Ste
vens ; Sam’I Jackson, jr. & Co. Belfast ;
Samuel Adams, Cape Neddick ; Samuel
Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Capt. Wm. Gooch.
Wells; D. REMICH, Kennebunk; Oliver
Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel Gerrish, Shapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred ; John
Skeele, Sanford Corner : Shelden Hobbs,
North Berwick; Enoch Goodale, Saco;
Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James Bowman,
Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse
Taylor, Norridge walk ; Hanscom b & Quim
by, Saccarappa ; Thomas S.( Bowles, Buxton.
(tz^AII directions signed in the hand wri
ting of the proprietor.
tf
Sept. 19.

10, Penhallow-street,
Portsmouth, [N. H.)
HAS prepared and constantly on hand
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the
We learn from the Washington Mirror,
A Startling Fact.—When Messrs. Ingham, that that paper will hereafter be devoted to following Medicines :—
Berrien, Calhoun, &c. were turned out of the cause of Harrison. The editor of the
NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE.
Jackson’s Cabinet, to make room for Mr. Mirror says : 11 We have long desired to lend
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled
Van Buren and Kendall & Co., the expendi our aid to what we deem the cause of liberty
for the following complaints, viz
Dyspep
Elections.—The General Election for the tures of the Government increased to up
choice of State officers took place in Ken wards of sixteen millions of dollars aifd and the constitution.” He is now about to sia or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Billions
yield to that desire, and has determined to Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness,
tucky on the let and ended on the 3d of have continued to increase until they now a- take a decided stand for the Patriarch of Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans
If under the North Bend.
the present month. The election of mem mount to forty millions.
ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in
protection of Jackson, Mr. Van Buren au
the side, stomach and breast, colds and
bers of the State Legislature took place in thorize such monstrous extravagance, should
The Mauch Chuck Courier, (Penn.) though coughs of long standing, hoarseness, short
Indiana on the same days.
he be chosen President where will be the sur
formerly a neutral paper, has joined the gen ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which
In Illinois the General Election took place plus revenue belonging to the People ?
eral
voice, and hoisted the banner of the peo is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues
Providence Journal.
on the 1st inst., and in Missouri on the 1st
surpass any thing heretofore known in re
ple’s candidate, Wm. H. Harrison.
and 2d. We have a few returns from Ken
moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have
We observe a letter, abusing Gen. Harri
“ We joyfully added,” says the Pennsylva been known to cure this afflicting disease, af
tucky and Indiana, but the accounts are ex son, from the pen of a person who not long
ceedingly contradictory—both parties an ago enjoyed the comforts of his hospitable nia Sentinel, “ the Carlisle Republican a’ few ter having baffled every exertion for four
days ago, to the list of Democratic journals years. It has a most powerful influence in
nounce “ cheering results,” “ splendid tri board. The individual alluded to is a native
of Pennsylvania, a sometime hanger on of which have embraced the cause of Pennsyl removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant
umphs,” &c. &c. Several days will proba the Whig party—who, chancing to fail in an vania, and avowed their determination to op to take and in its operation so much so, that
bly elapse before we shall receive a sufficient application for office in the Orphans’ Court, pose the New York Faction at all hazards. it may be administered to the infant with
safety.
number of well authenticated returns to ena turned upon his party and friends,and sacri We have now the pleasure of stating that the
Directions for receiving this or any other
Clearfield Democrat, an old well conducted
ficed
the
courtesy
and
attention
of
their
fa

ble us to form correct estimates as to the re
of the following named medicines accom
vorite candidate for the Presidency, at the paper in Clearfield county, had just declared
sults of these elections.
When we receive
shrine of political ambition. Let such men itself openly and uncompromisingly hostile pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates
of the efficacy of this medicine have been re
intelligence in reference to them which we “ gang their ain gait.” Acts of this sort are to „Yew York rule !
ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a
think may be relied on, we shall publish it— generally performed on the Tory side. When
Signs—The Mountain Democrat of Ver talented and highly esteemed Minister of the
but it is hardly worth while to publish col a professed Whig does such a thing, he may
mont, a Van Buren paper, has hauled down Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church :
be with, but he is not of the party.
umns of rumors or of sweeping statements,
its flag. The Trenton N.J. Argus, another also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of
Philadelphia Gazette.
the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H.
founded upon a few returns from dis
collar print, has given up the ghost.—Adv.
—Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes
tricts where the election may have been in
Coal.—The Miner’s Journal contradicts the
The Blacks.—Go where we will, says the senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth,
fluenced by local questions, and then occupy report published recently in a New York pa
Philadelphia Herald, among our house-keep and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
columns mòre in contradicting the reports per, that the supply of Pennsylvania coal
place ; which gentlemen it is well known
would fall short this year by two hundred ing friends, we hear complaints of the want here are as credible, respectable and compe
first received.
of
good
servants,
and
not
unfrequently
of
the
thousand tons, and adds that instead of a de
NOTICE.
From North Carolina we have, in the Na crease, there will be an increase of at least impossibility of getting any “ help” at all. tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of
tional Intelligencer, returns of the votes for one hundred thousand tons above the supply But if we take a stroll through particular sec Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of "OrrHEREAS Louisa, my wife, has left
tions of the city, or through the alleys and
v v
my bed and board, without any just
Governor from eight counties, in which the of last year.
lanes in almost any section, at any hour in Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East cause, I hereby forbid all persons harboring
Cambridge,
Mass,
and
several
other
as
re

election took place a week earlier than in
or trusting her on my account, as I shall pay
Some Jackson bard in the West is writing the twenty-four, we shall see hundreds, and spectable persons.
no debts of any name or nature of her con
any other part of the State.
They give poetry by the yard, in honor of Van Buren. almost thousands of blacks of all sizes and
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
tracting.
Spaight, the present incumbent and a can In one piece, he represents him as studying ages idling away their time, doing nothing
This Ointment stands at the head of all
and looking as miserable as filth and idleness
NICHOLAS WAKEFIELD.
didate for re-election, 4,268, and Dudley grammar at night, by the light of a pitch
Alfred, August 18, 1836.
might be expected to make them.
Were remedies for the following diseases which
pine
knot.
Nothing
can
equal
this
burst
of
3,122. Spaight is the Van Buren candidate,
human nature is heir to, viz.
Rheumatism
inspiration, but the saying of Rucker, the the young blacks put out, and kept to work,
and Dudley is supported by the advocates of voluntary delegate at the Baltimore Conven as they ought to be, instead of being brought both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains,
GUNS.
Judge White’s claims to the Presidency. tion. “ Gentlemen,” said he, “ I was fetched up to theft and beggary, they might supply bruises and contracted tendons of long stand
LOT
of
GUNS
for sale at a very low
us with the best of servants, and the improve ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff
price, by the subscriber.
The eight counties heard from are represent up a poor orphan boy, without no parents ;
joints limber by producing a healthy muscu
ment
would
be
not
less
beneficial
to
them
WILLIAM LORD.
ed by the Intelligencer as the strong-hold of and if it had not have been for the goodness than to the whites ; as it is, however, they lar action.
of Divine Providence and two or three other
August 18, 1836.
It
assuages
pains
in
Biles
and
Abscesses.
the party. It was estimated, previous to the e- influential gentlemen, there is no knowing are constantly annoying us (especially in the
winter season) with their thefts, begging, and Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed
lection, by the Van Buren-men, that Spaight how I should have turned out.”—Phil. Gaz.
EIME.
impudence.
The blacks of this city are cer Breasts in females if applied in its early stage,
would receive a majority of 2,375 in these
OR Sale a quantity of LIME.
tainly less industrious, less cleanly, less civil, prevents suppuration or matter forming, and
The Flying Cabinet.—The Richmond and far less happy, than the negroes upon gives in all cases immediate ease from pain.
Counties, and the White party allowed him a
WM. LORD.
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
August 18, 1836.
majority of 1,475, being 329 more than he Whig says : “ The President is at the Her the plantations of the South.
mitage. The Vice President at Saratoga.
cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub
received.
SUNDAY SCHOOL TEaUher^
Secretary Cass at Detroit. Secretary Dick
lic with the full assurance that it far excels
erson in New Jersey. Secretary Forsyth
AND CHILDREN’S FRIEND.
the opodeldocs and liniments of the present
POLITICAL MOVEMENTS.
Citizens of the County of York, who are day, for the above diseases.—A trial is only
1 along shore’ somewhere ‘ down east.’ ”
A whig County Convention, for Lincoln
NDER the above title, the subscribers,
Truly may this be called the Flying Cabi opposed to the arbitrary and oppressive law wanted to give it the decided preference to
induced by the request of Teachers of
County and Lincoln Congressional District, net.—Thus while all the principafofficers of of the last Legislature, by which the people every thing else. Many physicians of em
of this State are prohibited the use of Small
various denominations, will issue a monthly
was held at Wiscasset, on the 10th inst. Government have deserted their posts, and Bills in their ordinary intercourse and busi inence have used this ointment and extol its
are pursuing their pleasures in the “ bowers
work, devoted to the cause of Sabbath
merits.
Messrs. David C. Magoun of Bath, Johnson of ease,” the Government in fact is adminis ness, and who would preserve their liberties
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car Schools.—The matter will be furnished by
Jaques of Bowdoin, Lucius Barnard of Aina, tered by Blair and Kendall 1 Did the Peo from still further encroachments, are request riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of his practical teachers, in Boston and elsewhere.
The aid of the most successful laborers in
and Edward Robinson of Thomaston were ple ever foresee, or bargain for, such a state ed to meet, by adjournment, at Alfred, on daughter of a contracted knee, accompanies
Friday, the 26th instant, at 10 o’clock in the and envelopes each vial.
of things ?
the Sabbath School has been promised to us,
nominated for State Senators ; Hon. Jeremi
forenoon, for the purpose of nominating a
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this and it is believed the work will be of great
ah Bailey of Wiscasset for re-election as mem
A man named Samuel Brown, of Meredith, candidate for Governor, Senators, and such preparation accompany each box. This oint practical use,not only to Superintendantsand
ber of Congress ; William M. Boyd of Wis who was taken into custody by the Revenue other public officers as may be judged neces ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It Teachers, but will be interesting to children
casset for County Treasurer. The nomina Cutter, was on Friday examined before Mr. sary.
contains no mercurial or other deleterious in and the family circle, from its containing the
August 6, 1836.
gredients, so common in many ofthe popular General Lessons or addresses to many of our
tion of Edward Kent, of Bangor, for Govern Justice Hackett, at the Court House, on a
schools. This kind of reading is among the
ointments in use.
or, was concurred in. The convention was charge of piracy committed on the high seas
TeaMperance Meeting’.
most interesting to young readers, and emi
some eighteen or twenty years ago. He was
Vegetable
Elixir.
—
This
Elixir
is
useful
in
well attended and its proceedings were har remanded to jail for further examination, and
An Address on the subject of Temperance all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied nently calculated to excite their attention,
will be delivered at the Rev. Mr. Wells’ externally. Directions accompany and envel while its moral and religious tone cannot fail
monious and spirited.—Several excellent res additional evidence.—Portsmouth Journal.
to improve the heart.
Meeting-house
to-morrow evening, (Sunday, ope each vial.
olutions were adopted.
Brown has been liberated. He was sup
It will also contain anecdotes and incidents
August
21.)
by
the
Rev.
Mr.
C
olcord
,
Agent
A whig Convention was held at Cherry posed to have been connected with Holmes,
Fine Slippery Elm, for Poultices.—There
Warrington, and others, who were hung here of the Maine State Temperance Society. never was an article introduced into the connected with the Sabbath School, the pro
field, on the 9th inst.
Frederick Hobbs,
gress of these institutions, instances of pecul
in 1818. His declaration that he assisted in Services will commence at i past 7.
“healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles, iar success in instruction, modes pursued by
Kennebunk, August 20, 1836.
Esq., of Eastport, was nominated as a candi burying $160,000 in an island to the north
cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers, different schools and different teachers, and
date for Representative to Congress, and Ich- ward ofCape Sabie, many years ago, induced
inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma almost every topic relating to their internal
HYMENEAL.
a
master
of
a
vessel
to
take
Brown
on
board
tions generally. The Poultice is made in the economy and success.
abod Bucknam, Esq. was nominated for
and go in search of the treasure. A spot was
ordinary way as you would any other poul
State Senator.
Moral instruction in our day schools, is a
MARRIED
—
In
Kennebunk-port,
on
Sunday
found which answered Brown’s description, evening last, by Mr. Wm. M. Bryant, Mr. Jo tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
subject which is exciting much attention aWhig County Conventions are notified to but the rhino was not there.
case
may
require.
There
is
another
kind
seph Huff to Miss Mary Hutchins, both of
mong the friends of the rising generation. It
Concord Statesman.
Kennebunk-port.
which is called superfine for internal use. All will be an object of the Teacher by occasion
be held in Kennebec and Somerset Congres
may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol al articles to promote this object.
sional District, Rt Belgrade, on the 20th inst.
It appears that Rathbun, the Buffalo spec
OBITUARY.
man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
The work will be put up in such a manner
(to-day,) —in Somerset County, at Norridge ulator and forger, had one forged note of one
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti as will render it one of the cheapest as well
DEED—In this town, on Monday last, Mr.
wock, on the 25th inst. and in Waldo Con hundred thousand dollars, discounted at the
Simeon Hutchins, a Revolutionary soldier and cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar as most useful in the S. S. Library.
gressional District, at Montvdle, on the 27th Bank of the United States in this city. The pensioner,
rhoea, Catarrh, Dysenlary, Quinsy, Consump
The Teacher will be issued the 15th of
aged 81 years.
amount of his forgeries is much greater than
inst.
In South-Berwick, Lucy Elizabeth, only child tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels, every month, commencing in July.—It will
was at first supposed ; and it is highly prob
of Charles N. Cogswell, Esq. aged 3 months.
throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external contain 54 pages large 18mo. in stiff paper
A Van Buren Convention, for Cumberland able that the mysteries of the case are yet by
In Eliot, 13th inst. Mrs. Mary, wife of Mr. application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes, covers, and will be illustrated with engra
no
means
unravelled.
That
he
must
have
County, held at Gray on the 15th inst. nom
Daniel Bartlett, Jun. aged 43 years.
biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This vings. It will make two volumes of 325 pa
had more than one confederate, appears ex
In Biddeford, Mr. John Berry,aged 19 years. medicine is recommended by the first medi ges each, with title and contents to each vol
inated Francis O. J. Smith for re-election as tremely probable. Perhaps there is not on
cal gentlemen in our country for the above ume. The price will be $1 50, payable on
Representative in Congress,—Messrs. R. G. record an instance of more successful villany,
SHIP NEWS.
complaints. Directions to each package.
receipt of the second number, or $175 other
Greene of Portland, Rufus Soule of Freeport, prosecuted for such a length of time without
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—This cough wise. Four copies to one direction, $5 00.
KENNEBUNkT^AUGUST 20, 1836?
N L. Woodbury of Minot, and N. S. Little detection.—Philadelphia Gazette.
OTIS, BROADERS & CO.,
Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos
field of Bridgton for Senators, Mark Harris
TUTTLE, WEEKS & DENNETT.
ARRIVED.
ening a hard dry cough, and for those who
Speculation in Detroit.—A man who has a
August 6—Sch. Moro, Mitchell, Boston ;
for County Treasurer, and Albert Winslow lease for an apple stand at the corner of a
are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
Subscriptions received at D. Rkmtch’s
7— schs Grape, Ward, do.;
uable for children, in cases of whooping Bookstore, where a specimen number of the
of Portland for Register of Deeds.
street, and whose whole stock in trade is not
Eagle, Bragdon, do. ;
cough, chin cough, &c.
work may be examined.
worth fifteen dollars, being required to re
8— sch. Nile, Ward, do.;
Kennebunk, July 22, 1836.
Messrs. Abbott Lawrence, Member of move, asks $5000 for his lease 1
Directions.—For grown persons, take from
11— schs. Ploughboy, Wormwood, do.;
two to four spoonsful!, as the case may re
Congress from Suffolk District, Mass, and
Osprey, Webber, do. ;
HEREAS the Portsmouth Company
quire. Children from one to two teaspoonsAlpha, Perkin«, do.;
The anti bank Jackson papers ofMaine
William Jackson, Member of Congress from
have heretofore assessed three hun
full.
13— sch. Mars, Rowe, Saco ;
are
publishing
the
names
of
those
Jackson
Norfolk District, decline being considered
dred and sixty six dollars on each old share
14— sch. Grape, Ward, Boston ;
members of the Legislature who are in favor
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal
of the Capital Stock in said Company ; and
15— brig Rival, Stone, New York ;
candidates for re-election.—The election of of bank charters, in order to prevent their re
culated to correct the bile and create an a,p16— brig Richmond Packet, Daniels, Boston ;
whereas the Proprietor of Shares No. 11, 12,
Members of the next Congress does not take election. Yet they make no objection to Gov.
petite,
by
restoring
the
digestive
powers
;
and
, 17—schs. Moro, Mitchell, do.;
13 and 14 has neglected and refused to pay
Dunlap
who
signed
all
the
bank
charters
last
may be freely used both as a restorative and said assessment for more than thirty days af
place in Massachusetts until November.
Eagle, Bragdon, do.;
winter.—Kennebec Journal.
to prevent disease. Directions with the vial. ter the time set for the payment thereof:
Nile, Ward, do.
Holman's Drops for Fits.—A great number
Waterville College.—The annual
Now, I hereby give notice that I shall sell
SAILED.
Important to the State of Maine 1—We learn
of children afflicted with fits, arising from va at Public Vendue, on Thursday the first day of
Aug. 9—Sch. Grape, Ward, Boston;
-commencement at this institution took place
from the Argus, that the famous Dr. Purrin
rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases September next, at ten of the clock in the
Brig Richmond Packet, Daniela, do.;
on the 3d inst. 14 gentlemen were admitted ton of Brunswick, one of the leaders of the
of falling sickness, have been radically cured forenoon, at the Counting room of said Com
12— brig Overmann, Gould, Ponce, P. R.
to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, among ‘ democratic party’ in this State, and the clas
Schs. Nile, Ward, Boston ;
by a proper use of this medicine. Directions pany in South Berwick, in the County of
Eagle, Bragdon, do. ;
accompany each vial.
whom were Moses Burbank of Bangor ; Hall sical editor of the Regulator, has been ap
York and State ofMaine, the share or shares
Moro, Mitchell, do.;
of said delinquent proprietor, sufficient to pay
Roberts of Somersworth, N. H. ; and Moses pointed assistant to Dr. Jackson of Boston in
Holman's
Essence
of
Cayenne.
—
This
truly
Laura & Eliza, Colby, Gloucester;
a Geological Survey of Maine. Now we
valuable and pleasant preparation possesses said assessment so due from said proprietor,
M. Smart of Parsonsfield.—Rev. Robert E. shall look out for a report that will make the
13— Franklin, Chase, New York;
every possible advantage over that in its with all necessary and incidental charges.
16— Mars, Rowe, Scituate ;
Pattison, of Providence, R. I. was elected literati of old Bowdoin stare !
Dated at South Berwick, in said County of
crude state.
17— Grape, Ward, Boston ;
Wiscasset Int.
President of the Institution, by the Board of
York, this fifteenth day of July, A. D.
Alpha, Perkins, do.;
Dr. Holman's Cough Powder.—This cough
1836.
Ploughboy, Wormwood, do.
Trustees, President Babcock having resigned.
powder is a most valuable remedy for com
SAMUEL LORD,
The Rev. John H. Slack has published a
MEMORANDA.
mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
Treasurer
ofthe
Portsmouth
Company.
communication in the Bangor Commercial
long
standing.
It
has
been
long
tested
and
is
Saco, Aug. 10 —Arrived, schs. Triumph,
Thè Granite Bank, in Augusta, (capital Advertiser, denying that he is an impostor.
Cummings, New York ; Marcia, Smith, Boston ; recommended to the public as one of the
$100,000) chartered last winter, went into Appearances are very much against him.
Sally, Davis, Portland; 11th, schs. Friendship, most valuable medicines now in use.
operation last week. E. T. Bridge President
Moore, Boston ; Maine, Smith, do.; Congress,
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
HE subscriber will attend to the orders
and Silas Leonard Cashier.
Sailors Ahoy !—A rendezvous for shipping Perkins, do.; Hero, Gillpatrick, do.; Packet, lasses on going to bed.
Hili, do. ; Mars, Rowe, Port-Royal, Va. via
of those who wish to have signs Let
from 6 to 700 select seamen for the South Portland; Echo, Jordan, Boston ; 12th, schs.
Dr. Holman's Jaundice Powders.—This
tered, &c.
W.M. BRYANT.
Rev. Isaac Merriam, late of Wells, has re Sea Surveying and Exploring Expedition is Elizabeth, Leavitt, Boston; Koret, Hill, Nan powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara
Kennebunk, June 10, 1836.
tucket ; 13th, sch. Ariel, Hill ; 15th, schs. Mary, tions now in use for this distressing complaint.
ceived and accepted an invitation to become now open at New York.
Staples, Boston ; elp. Joseph, Benson, Glouces It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and
the pastor of the Baptist Church in Stur
EN, Pocket and Jack-knives,—a great va
The Branch Rail Road from the Provi ter.—Sailed, 11th inst., schs. Delaware, Waite ; produces a healthy state of the bile.
riety ;
bridge, Mass.
New
York,
Rowe,
Gloucester
;
12th,
schs.
Mars,
A
most
distressing
case
of
Jaundice
accom

dence Rail Road to Taunton, is now open,
Morocco
and
Calfskin Wallets, with and
Rowe,
Portland
;
Herald,
Hardin,
Dennis
;
Con

panied with great debility, was recently cured
and passengers from Boston can now visit
without clasps ;
tent, Chase, do. ; 16th, schs. Eliiabeth, Leavitt, in this place, in the course of three days, by
The “ Village Journal,” at Great Falls, that place, and return same day.
Memorandums, of various sizes ;
Boston ; Triumph, Cummings, New York.
the powder. Directions with the box.
(Somersworth,) has been discontinued and its
Paint boxes ; Hair Pencils ;
Cid.
at
New
York,
10th,
brig
Rival,
Stone,
of
Also
a
very
general
assortment
of
medicin

Andover Railroad.—This branch opens into
subscription list transferred to the “ Ports
Sewill’s and Munroe’s Drawing Pencils ;
and for this port.
al
herbs,
roots,
leaves,
&c.
are
constantly
on
the Lowell Railroad at Wilmington, ten miles
mouth Journal.”
Ar. at New Orleans, 28th ult. barque Augusta, hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo Transparent Slates for Drawing ;
from this place, and fifteen from Boston.
It Blaisdell, Havana, (and adv. for London.)
Dot, Pea and common Wafers ;
dating prices on commission or other ar
Mr. H. W. Greene of Boston has become a is seven miles and three quarters long, is
Ar. at New-York, 15th, brig Herschell, White, rangement, as at any other large establish Farina’s Cologne water—genuine.
proprietor in the Eastern Argus establish made through a level country, and with much Sydney, NS.
French
do.
do. ;
Ar. at Fall-River, 15th, brig Caroline, Pratt, ment in the Union.
Naples Shaving Soap—a superior article ;
ment. The Argus will hereafter be publish less labor and expense in proportion to the
distance than the Lowell Railroad. The Pictou.
Dr. Holman is general Agent for that val White and Brown Windsor do. do. ;
ed by Messrs. Berry and Greene, and will be Andover branch was opened for trains of
Ever-Pointed Pencil cases, a great variety.
Ar. at Antwerp, 3d ult. #hip York, Lord, Ha- uable medicine,
«dited by the latter gentleman.
passenger cars yesterday.—Lowell Courier.
▼aia.
D. REMICH.
FOSTER’S EGYPTIAN BALM OF LIFE, For sale by
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Al a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, J)
CHASERS TRUSSED
within and for the^ County of^York, on the Fm ^immediate relief md Radical Cw/’f
POETRY
first Monday of August, in the year oj our
Hernia or Rupture.
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with ' Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the
THE SONG OF NIGHT.
THIS
article
is the
invention ofhonon
1U,,
WM.
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
£
Chase,
M. D.
of Philadelphia,
in and for the County of York, on the first
Hon. ’.......................'
BY MRS. HEMANS.
Monday of August, in the year of our Lord
Court
:
ILUAM
JEFFERDS, executor ofthe ^member of the Philadelphia Medical
‘ Oh night.
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon.
ILLIAM JEFFERDS, executor ofthe
And storm, and darkness ! ye are wondrous strong,
WM.
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
Court
:
last
will
ot Daniel Walker, late of
Yet lovely in your strength !—Bijron,
These instruments have been submitted t
ONA. SANBORN & James Sanborn,
Kennebunk-port, in said county, deceased,
the test of experiment, in that city and othe°
I come to thee, O earth I
named
Executors
in
a
certain
instru

having
presented
his
first
account
of
admin

places, for about 2 years, under the observj
With all my gifts—for every flower, sweet dew,
ment purporting to be the last will and testaistration of the estate of said deceased for lion of some of the first surgeons of that
In bell, and urn, and chalice to renew
mant of Joseph Sanborn, late oi Acton, in allowance :
The glory of its birth.
place; whose unqualified recommendation
said county, yeoman, deceased, having pre
ORDERED—That the said executor give they have obtained, as being the best aniel
Not one which glimmering lies
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
causing
a
sented
the
same
for
probate
:
ever
offered to the public : having been found8
Far amidst folding hills, or forest leaves,
proportlon
cases,
not onlv ?’
‘_ a
~ ,
•-% .«fr ’ v-» ofthe
4-t.
_____
ORDERED—That the said executor give copy of this orderto be published three weeks in
But through its veins of beauty, so receives
fford hnmetriate
|ieft0
. yja
notice to all persons interested, by causing a successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, |¡
A spirit >pf fresh dyes.
afford
immediate re
relief
to that
that digtresg
distressing
and
dlOnYOn
Httf b
Lit
7 r» f
Cve».
copy of this order to be. published three printed at Kennebunk, that they may' ap- I drlnnrrnM/MJO
angerous
dise
dse
,
but
ya
evv
m
.J ”
To
the
Honourable
Court
of
County
Commis

I come with every star ;
-••«3 USft
Making thy streams, that on their noonday track,
sioners, to be held at Alfred, within and for weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga pear at a Probate Court to be held at Alfred, to effect a radical cure ; and thus render th8
Give but.the moss, the reed, the lillv back,
the County of York, on the Tuesday next zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may in said county, on the first Monday of Septem longer wearing oí the instrument unnecessary
Mirrors of worlds afar.
preceding the last Monday of May, A. D. appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al ber next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
The Committee of the Philadelphia
fred, in said county, on the first Monday of and shew cause, if any they have, why ical Society, who were appointed to investL
1836.
I come with peace ; I shed
the
same
should
not
be
allowed,
and
the
Sleep through thy woodwalks, o’er the honey bee,
OUR Petitioners would respectfully rep September next, at ten of the clock in the
gate the merits oí the various instruments ¡n*
The lark’s triumphant voice, the fawn’s young glee,
resent, that the present travelled post forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, balance thereof be distributed to and among use, for the treatment of Hernia, reported in
The hyacinth’s meek head.
why the said instrument should not be prov the heirs at law to the estate of said deceased. favor of that of Dr. Chase : to which repon
road, from near the dwelling-house of Isaac
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Bowden, in said York, to York Court House, ed, approved and allowed as the last will and
contained in the February No. oftheAmerk
On my own hearkl lay
A true copy,—Attest,
The weary babe ; and sealing wiyh a breath
is very narrow and circuitous; so much so, testament of the said deceased.
can Journal of the Medical. Sciences, mem.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Its eyes of love, send fairy'dreMns beneath
Attest,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
that in blocking snows, the mail is obstructed
bers of the medical profession are here re«
August 6.
The shadowing lids to play.
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
in its passage on said road. Your Petitioners
ferred.
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
would therefore pray your Honours, to view
These instruments can only be used, with
At a Court of Probate, held at Kennebunk,
I come with mightier things !
August 6.
Who calls me si lent 1 I have many tones—
said road, and widen and straighten, and alter
within andfor the County of York, on thefirst the greatest prospect of success, under ¡|)e"
The dark skies thrill with low, mysterious moans
Monday of August, in the year of our Lord care of a person well acquainted with the An
and locate the same, or lay out a new road, At a Court, of Probate held at Kennebunk, within
Borne on my sweeping wings.
as may be deemed expedient.
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon. atomy of the diseased parts.
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
CHARLES O. EM ERSON, and 40 others.
They are also highly recommended by.
1 waft them not alone
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
day of Angust, in the year of our Lord, eight
From the deep organ ofthe forest shades,
een hundred and, thirty-six, by the Hon. T/LULLIAM JEFFERDS, administrator Profs. Horner, Jackson, Gibson, McLellan &
York, May 16, 1836.
Or buried streams unheard amidst their glades,
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
’ *
de bonis non ofthe estate of Jonathan Rush of Philadelphia ; A. G. Smith, of Ohio
The mantle of its rest.
ETSEY HATCH, executrix of the last Stone, late of Kennebunk-port, deceased, Medical College ; and Drs. Harris & Bryant
STATE OF MAINE.
will of Bartholomew Hatch, late of having presented his first account of admin surgeons ofthe U. S. Navy.
York, ss,...At a regular Session ofthe County
But in the human breast,
commissions/s
juin., ucWells,
uecenseii,
deceased,
iiaviug
having
pi^Hcuicuiit;i
presented olluuu
her second
Commissioners oj
of i/tc
the cuumy
County uj
of York,
be- wens,
A thousand still small voices I awake,
The subscriber, who is Agent for Dr,
istration of the estate of said deceased for al
Strong in their sweetness, from their soul to shake
gun and held at Alfred, within and for said j account of administration of the estate of said lowance :
Chase for this place and vicinity, was recent
The mantle of its rest.
County, on the, Tuesday next before the last deceased for allownce :
ORDERED—That the said administra ly informed by Dr. Coates, Chairman of the
ORDERED—That the said executrix tor give notice to all persons interested, by above committee, and Dr. Hays, editor of
Monday in May, A. D. 1836:
1 bring them from the past ;
N the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That give notice to all persons interested, by caus causing a copy of this order to be pub the American Cyclopedia of Practical Medi
From true hearts broken, gentle spirits torn.
From crush’d affections, which, though long o’erborne,
the Petitioners notify all persons and ing a copy of this order to be published three lished three weeks successively in the Ken cine, that the confidence of the profession in«
Make their tones heard at last.
corporations interested, that said Commis

weeks
successively, in the Kennebunk Ga nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, the utility and success ofthe instrument had
sioners will meet at the house of David Wil zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may that they may appear at a Probate Court to been increasing since the report of that com
I bring them from the tomb :
O’er the sad couch of late repentant love
cox, in York aforesaid, on the fourteenth day appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al be held at Alfred, in said county, on the mittee.
They pass—though low as murmurs of a dove—
of September next, at ten o’clock, A. M. fred, in said county, on the first Monday of first Monday of September next, at ten ofthe
These instruments will be applied and fit
Like trumpets through the gloom.
when they will proceed to view the route for September next, at ten of the clock in the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if ted to each case by the subscriber.
a highway prayed for in said Petition, and forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, any they have, why the same should not be
I come with all my train :
BURLEIGH SMART.
Who calls me lonely 1, Hosts around me lead,
immediately after such view will, in some why the same should not be allowed.
Kennebunk, July, 1836.
allowed.
The intensely bright—the beautiful—the dead—
Attest,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
convenient place in the vicinity, hear the
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Phantoms of heart and brain.
A true copy—Attest,
parties interested. Said notice to be, by caus
A true copy—Attest,
Medicioes, Pamts and Oil,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ing an attested copy of said Petition, and this
Looks from departed eyes—
HAVING
taken the stand formerly occu
August 6.
These are my lightnings—filled with anguish vain,
order thereon, to be published three weeks
August 6.
pied by John Lillie, the subscriber
Or tenderness loo piercing to sustain,
successively, in the Kennebunk Gazette, a At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within
offers articles in the above line cheap for cash.
They smite with agonies.
newspaper printed at Kennebunk, by caus
and for the. County of York, on the first Mon
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
ing
the
same
to
be
served
on
the
Town
1, that with soft control,
day of August, in the year of our Lord
Honduras Sarsaparilla Root—a highly eg.
Shut the dim violet, hush the woodland’s song ;
Clerk of said town of York, and by posting
eighteen hundred, a,nd thirty six, by the DR. RELFE’S ASTHMATIC PILLS, teemed article for all kinds of humors and
I am the avenging one, the armed, the strong,
up the same, in three public places, in said
Hon. WM. A. HAYES. Judge of said Court :
AVE from their extraordinary success Chronic Rheumatism ;
The searcher ofthe soul I
town of York, the said first publication, and GEORGE LITTLEFIELD, named Ex
in giving instant relief, and in cur
English Extract of the same article;
each ofthe other notices to be thirty days, at
ecutor in a certain instrument purport
I, that shower dewy light
Marshall’s do.
do.;
Through slumbering leaves, bring storms, the tempest least, before the said fourteenth day of Sep ing to be the last will and testament of Gide ing Colds, Coughs, Asthmas, Difficulty of
Swaim’s Panacea—warranted genuine;
birth,
Breathing,
Wheezing,
Tightness
of
the
on
R.
Littlefield,
late
of
Wells,
in
said
county,
tember.
Of memory , thought, remorse ; Be holy, earth,’
Cinchonine and Sulphate^Quinine;
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
yeoman, deceased, having presented the Chest, Pain in the Side, Spitting of Blood,
I am the solemn night !*
11
Morphine, and Sulphate do.;
Copy of said Petition and order thereon.
same for probate :
Chillness and Shiverings that precede Fe
Cough Lozenges and Jujube Paste—fash
ORDERED—That the said executor give vers and Lung Complaints generally !
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
ionable articles for coughs and sore throats;
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT
notice to all persons interested, by caus become one ofthe most popular Medicines
July 22,1836.
Swaim’s Vermifuge ;
ing a copy of this order to be published
known, and are sought after from every part
Tooth Ache Drops ;
three
weeks
successively
in
the
Kennebunk
STRAY MARE.
TESTIMONY OF LITERARY MEN.
Balsam of Honey—for soreness and weakof the country, on account ofthe astonishing
AME into the enclosure of Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
ness of the stomach and lungs ;
Hon. Joshua Darling, Henniker, N. H.
the subscriber, about the may appear at a Probate Court to be held success which has attended their administra
Lignum Vitae Wood ; China Root; Sassa
in a letter to Dr. Edwards, in reply to en
at  Alfred, in said county, on the first Monday tion in the above complaints,frequently curing
last of June. A. D. 1836, a mid
fras bark and Bitter Sweet—approved sub
quiries as to the results of his experience in
dling sized black MARE, 5 or of September next, at ten of the clock in the the most obstinate cases, and giving the most stances for medicinal beer, for diseases of thethe use of intoxicating drinks, says :—
6 years old—heavy mane hanging on both forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, unexpected relief, after every other remedy skin and liver ;
“ In answer to your enquiries, allow me sides of the neck—long tail. Said Mare was why the said instrument should not be proved, had failed, and persons had given them
Lobelia Herb, seeds, and pulverized ;
approved and allowed as the last will and selves up in despair of a cure !
to say—if my experience can be of any use in rather poor flesh, and had some appear
Witch Hazel leaves and Rosemary roottestament of the said deceased.
They have been known to cure persons used for internal humors ;
in promoting the great Temperance reform ance of spring-halt.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
LUTHER GOD1NG.
Pulverized Bayberry root bark ;
supposed to be far gone in consumption, and
—I will overcome all scruples of delicacy
A true copy,—Attest,
Acton, July 18, 1836.
Saxon Liquid Blueing—for blueing linen'
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
exhibiting all the appearance of approaching
on the subject, and here submit my narrative
clothes or dyeing;
August 6.
_____ dissolution.
BUSHELS CORN just receivto your disposal, to be used as you think
Buchu leaves, and in powder—a celebrated
ed and for sale by
And such have been the salutary effects article for Urinary diseases ;
Al a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with
best. I am now sixty years of age.
It is
J.
G.
PERKINS.
in andfor the County of York, on the first of these Pills even in hopeless cases, as so
about seven years since I abandoned the use
Real Irish Moss, with printed directions;
Kennebunk-port. July 23, 1836.
Monday of August, in the year of our Lord far to mitigate the sufferings of the patient,
of ardent spirit. About four years ago I
Oatmeal flour.
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-six,
by
the
Hon.
as evidently to prolong life for days and
gave up wine and tobacco ; and for one
Cantioia.
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Preparations
& Chemic
year I have used no cider, nor do I permit
HE subscriber having purchased of Or WrEHETABLE DOWNS, administratrix weeks, and give to it a positive comfort they
als,
lando Badger, the Patentee, the ex JLvJl of the estate of Isaac Downs, late of ever expected Io enjoy.
its use on my farm or in my family.
English Confection of Senna—a pleasant
clusive right of using, constructing and vendThe operation ofthe pills is wonderful in
11 From early youth, I had been accus
Lebanon, deceased, having presented her
Laxative ;
'
ing
the
Patent
Improved
Feather
Renovator,
tomed to the constant, free and unrestrained j
first account of administration of the estate easing respiration, quieting the cough, and
The true fresh Lee’s Pills ;
use of ardent spirit. When in college, over j for cleaning and dressing feathers, for the of said deceased : and also her petition to sell procuring comfortable rest.
Anderson’s, Family, Anti-Dyspeptic Pills;
County of York, hereby cautions all persons so much of the estate of said deceased, as inay
Common colds are frequently removed in
forty years ago, most of the students were in I against using or vending said machine within
Female and Stomachic Pills;
be
necessary
for
the
payment
of
his
just
debts
a few hours.
the habit of using, and giving to their friends, I said County, as every infringement of the
The latter of which is a very efficient and
Although, (says a person speaking pleasant remedy for most of the Bilious and
from their own, stores, ardent spirit and wine. j patent which comes to his notice will be and expenses of administration :
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
Stomachic derangements which are fashion
As to the quantity drank we did not all prosecuted to the extent of the law.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus of these Pills,J my wife has tried various ably termed liver complaints ;
GEORGE LORD.
conform to the standard of one of our num
ing a copy of this order to be published three medicines of the first celebrity, for an
The Stomachic pills generally increase the
tf.
ber, who, when inquired of by President , South Berwick, April 7, 1836.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga Asthmatic difficulty, (or affection of the appetite, when deficient ; cleanse and
Wheelock, answered, “ that the least quanti
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may lungs,) which at times was exceedingly dis strengthen the stomach and regulate the
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al tressing, confining her to her house for days bowels.
ty he could put up with, to prevent the wa
UST received and now opening bv
fred, in said county, on the first Monday of and weeks together, she finds nothing gives
ter from injuring his system, was from two
Head ache and Pile Pills;
J. G. PERKINS.
September next, at ten of the clock in the her the relief which Reifels Asthmatic
to three pints, daily”—but, with few excep
Antalgic Plaster, for pain in the side and
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
tions, we drank too much for our health, or
Pills do !—easing her respiration, quieting back, weakness at the stomach and lungs;
40 ps. English and American prints ;
why the same should not be allowed, and the
Anodyne Liniment : one of the best exter
for our advancement in the acquisition of Li^ht and Mourning Ginghams ;
her cough, and giving her comfortable rest.”
prayer of said petition granted.
knowledge. For thirty years after obtain Printed Muslin ; Crape de Lion ;
And this is the testimony of hundreds or nal applications for Rheumatic and other
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
pains and stiffness ;
ing my degree, I was engaged in trade, and Bro. Battiste ; Furniture & hair cord Dimity ;
A true copy—Attest,
thousands. The relief which aged people,
Crude Borax, for Smith’s use ;
White
damask
and
colored
Table
Covers
;
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
during ail that time I sold the deleterious
as well as others, experience from the use
Phosphorus ; Chlorate of Potash ;
August 6.
poison, in large and small quantities, having Plain bleached and embroidered cotton Hose;
of these Pills, is truly astonishing, and ren
German Loco Focos ;
Colored do.; Kid and pic-nic Gloves ;
both a tavern and a retail license for that
London Lucifers, warranted ;
Erminetts ; Stormant and Rouen Cassimere ; At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with ders them invaluable to many, and are in
purpose.
Is it much to be wondered at, Synshaw and Gro. de Nap. Silks ;
Prussiate Potash ; Prussic Acid;
in and for the County of York, on the first fact to some, an essential auxiliary to their
Prot Acetate of Mercury ; Black Oxido do.
Monday in August, in the year of our Lord comfort, and almost to their existence !
that during nearly half a century, in which I Russia Diaper ; Vestings, &c. &c. &c.
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon.
Iodide of Iron ; Tartrate do ;
was in the almost constant use of intoxica-i
—also—
ff/^A Physician informs the Proprietor,
Phosphoric Acid ; Oxalic do. for cleansing
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said that a gentleman in the country observed
On hand a prime assortment of Broad
ting drinks, and daily furnishing them for
brass with one quarter of the labor.
Court:
others for the last thirty years of the time, Cloths, Cassimeres and Sattinetts, all of which
Iodine and Hydriodate Potassa;
IMOTHY WHEELWRIGHT, guardi to him, he had reason to believe the use of
if the whole man became deeply affected are offered on the most favorable terms.
Compound Syrup of Sarsaparilla ;
an of Henry Littlefield, jr. a person non these Pills had been the means of saving his
Kennebunk-port,
July
23,1836.
by such a course ? Although in the eye of
life.
Nursing Bottles and Tubes; Nipple shells
compos mentis, of Weils, in said county, hav

the world I may not have been considered a
ing presented his second account of guard
Price—whole boxes, 30 Pills, $1 : half and shields of various kinds ; Breast Glasses;
COFFEE.
Bed pans and Urinals; Issqe Peas ; Hat
confirmed inebriate, as I had my seasons of
do. 12 Pills, 50 cts.
1EE BAGS of St. Domingo Coffee of a ianship of his said ward for allowance :
ease for Issues and Blisters ; Gold beaters
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
intermission, and never entirely gave up bu '01superior quality, just received and
skin, for chaps and scratches or superficial
notice to all persons interested, by caus
siness, yet I am constrained to confess, that for sale by the bag at Boston price, by
DUMFRIES’
wounds.
ing a copy of this order to be published
J. G. PERKINS.
I was descending the downhill path to des
Lip Salve—warranted to cure common sore
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Kennebunk-port, July 1, 1836.
truction, and when 1 seriously reflect upon
lips and nose, from colds, and very effectual
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said
my then situation, 1t is my deliberate opin
OR sore or inflamed Eyes—nothing for chaps and ring worm, or any cutaneou?
county, that they may appear at a Probate
ion, that, if the blessed temperance reforma
Court to be held at Alfred, in said county, on
known gives such immediate and com sores.
Indian Oil and Antique do.—for the hairr
tion had not come to my rescue, I should, HAVE now on hand and will constantly the first Monday in September next, at ten of fortable relief. On recent sore eyes, the
keep a good supply of
Indian Dye—for coloring ihe hair;
like thousands, and tens of thousands of
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if effect is most salutary. Where the com
Otto of Rose Soap—a very fine article for
any they have, why the said account should
others, who began as I did, by moderate
& Medicines,
plaint has been for years standing, and in
the Toilet ;
.
drinking, have found, as they have done, which they offer for sale on as good terms as not be allowed.
some exceeding bad cases, the most unex
Camphor Soap—for improving the skin,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
can be purchased in any other place.
the same drunkard’s grave.
pected
and
desirable
relief
has
been
found
A true copy—Attest,
Cream of Amber—for pimpled faces;
—also—
I was constitutionally very nervous, and
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
in the use of this Eye Water, after every
Chemical Ink—for metallic pens.
subject to periodical returns of depression of Paints and Oils, Hye-Stoffs
August 6.____________________________
other remedy had failed.
Persons who
Groceries.
and Groceries ;
spirits, and I am fully persuaded, now, that
Cinnamon Bark ; Ground Cinnamon ;
among which are Teas, Coffee, Sugar, At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk, have used it, pronounce it without hesitation
this tendency was greatly increased by the
Cassia Buds ; Mace ; Oil of Nutmegs;
Chocolate, Rice, &c. with a great variety of
within and for the County of York, on the the best preparation for these complaints
use of stimulants, which so enfeebled my miscellaneous articles too numerous to men
Oil of Lemon ; Essence of do.;
first Monday in August, in the year of our they have ever met with. Price 25 cents a
Extract of Mace—for richness and delicacy
nerves that I could hardly at times, write tion.
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the bottle.
of flavor superior to any spice in use ;
my name, and this, for the time, induced me
All kinds of country produce taken in ex
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
ft/5”None are genuine unless signed T.
Extract of Orange and Lemon ;
to give up corresponding with my friends ; change for any of the above articles.
Court :
Essence of Rose and Rose water; Ginge r
KIDDER,
on the wrapper, {sole Proprie
Kennebunk,
July
9,
1836.
N
the
petition
of
B
etsey
D
oore
,
widow
but since I have refrained from ardent spirit,
Pimento ; Preserved Ginger Root;
tor,
and
successor
to
Dr.
C
onway,) by
of
Joseph
Doore,
late
of
Acton,
in
said
arid more especially from all intoxicating
Citron ; Dried Apricots, a superior an*c
whom they are for sale, at his Counting
county, deceased, praying for an allowance
HAY.
drinks, and the use of the subtle poison, to
for pies ;
out
ofthe
personal
property
of
said
deceased
:
Room,
No.
99,
Court
street,
Boston,
and
HE subscriber will purchase HAY as
bacco, my nervous system has regained
Cured Cocoa ; Shells ; Chocolate ;
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no by his special appointment, by
usual.
WM. LORD.
more than its wonted tone ; my hand wri
Welsh’s Cocoa Tea, designed for the u»
tice
thereof
to
the
heirs
of
said
deceased,
Kennebunk, July 14.
of invalids.
BURLEIGH SMAR •
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk.
ting is firm, and equal to that of my young
and to all persons interested in said estate,
Kennebunk,
July
9, 1836.
eP*J’
SAMUEL
POPE,
Kennebunk-port.
er.days. My general health is much im
by causing a copy of this order to be publish
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
proved and I have a more uniform and con
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
HE subscriber having contracted with Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
stant flow of animal spirits.
Clapboards
the town of Kennebunk, to support cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
OR sale by the subscriber.
<£ My experience has convinced me that
Paper
Slanging»
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
3
WM. LORD.
Court to be holden at Alfred, in said county,
the free use of intoxicating drinks unfits the gives notice, that he has made suitable pro on the first Monday in September next, at ten
Kennebunk, July 28.
mind for study, meditation and reflection ; vision for them at the Alms-House, and here of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, ®g|
ROLLS Room Paper ;
and incapacitates the subject from perform by forbids all persons harboring or trusting if any they have, why the prayer of said pe JL wFAn assortment of Bor
FLOUR«
.
dering ;
ing, properly, his duties to himself or his any of the Paupers of said town on his ac tition should not be granted.
UST received and for sale, a quantity «
count or on account of the town, as he will
Chimney Board Patterns;
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Creator.
pay no bill for their support.
This day received and for sale by
Gennessee FLOUR.
„ rriOn
A true copy—Attest,
WILLIAM LOR0In addition to all the other blessings
JAMES WARREN.
D. REMICH.
Wm. Cutter Allin, Register.
which have, in my case, followed the
Kennebunk, May 1,1836.
Kennebunk, July 28.
August 6.
June IT, 1836.

change in my habits, I have reason to hope,
that by the grace of God, I have been led
to embrace the Savior, as offered in the gos
pel. I do, therefore, most earnestly and af
fectionately, entreat all persons of every age,
and more especially all students, in every
stage of their education, to abstain entirely
from all intoxicating drinks and drugs ;
and to take for their motto, what, through
divine goodness my entire family of ten
children have adopted,—“ touch not—
taste not—handle not” the destroyer of our
peace here, and of our hopes hereafter.”
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